
Sodexo Canada is one of the largest food service 
companies in Canada, with thousands of locations 
and millions of guests. Sodexo locations require 
3 to 4 temperature measurements a day for cold 
storage appliances.

SOLUTION

Sodexo Canada understands the risk of food safety to their 
business and their guests. Having a systematic and reliable way 
to monitor temperatures in cold storage units is needed.  

With the chance of extreme temperature fluctuations, cold 
storage environments are tough to maintain. Employees only 
know the exact temperature of the environment when they are 
completing their measurements. Temperature accuracy is of 
concern when it comes to information consistency.

With extreme temperatures 
in cold storage units, safety  
is a top priority. 

Employees use pens, paper 
and clipboards to complete 
manual temperature checks 
multiple times a day.     

Temperature data is 
difficult to access and 
often stored in binders. 

TEMPERATURE MONITORING IS A CONSTANT BATTLE

SITUATION

The challenge is to ensure the consistency of temperatures inside of their cold storage 
units and maintain safe food environments, meeting Sodexo Canada’s quality standards.

•  Daily temperature readings are needed for all cold storage appliances

•  Manual, paper log readings are time-consuming, and subject to human error 

•  Mandatory physical logs can be compromised, lost and are difficult to maintain 

Temperature checks are scheduled with staff, taken with handheld devices, recorded on 
paper, and stored in a binder. The challenge is to ensure there is a high level of quality 
control across the entire operation. 

•���Data�accessed�from�any�
location�at�any�time

•��Measures�food�
temperature�accurately

•��Data�collected�digitally�
and�analyzed�24/7�365��



TECHNOLOGY SOLUTION

Sodexo Canada steps into the  
IoT world with a real-time food 
safety system to enhance their 
food service offerings.  

Challenge

• 10 undercounter refrigerators 

• 4 open-face coolers 

• 3 stand up freezers 

• 3 undercounter freezers 

• 60-80 daily manual temperature checks 

• Large frozen inventory 

• Large cooled inventory

 
Solution

• 20 WiFi blueRover™ devices

• 3 Cellular blueRover™ devices

• 1 cloud-based application

• unlimited users

• online history logs

• online performance reporting

• 24/7 | 365 visibility

• 2900+ automatic data points a day

•  5 year battery life* 
*based on programming. 

SUCCESS 

��automatic�alerts�

�avoid�spoilage�

��improve�safety

��achieve�compliance

�go�paperless

�24/7�reporting

With simple online dashboards, 
real-time monitoring, and digital 
reporting, Sodexo management 
can be easily connected to 
temperature data across all  
of their locations. 

Integrating with IoT technology, 
Sodexo Canada is enhancing their 
food service offerings by creating 
a real-time food safety system.

Save Money

blueRover™ technology automates sensor readings and 
allows you to reallocate resources previously needed for 
manual temperature checks and processes. 

Save Time

With real-time air, cooler, freezer, cold water, hot water and 
food temperature monitoring, production operations are 
optimized to ensure minimal product shrinkage or spoilage.  

24/7 Intelligence

With temperature and humidity monitoring 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week, management receives automated alerts 
via their smartphones, tablets, or laptops.  

SERVICES

Food Safety Compliance & Quality Control

blueRover’s flexible safeFood™ package consisted of 
designing, building and installing 20 individual sensors into 

appliances that Sodexo are required to monitor. 
Sodexo chose to start their blueRover™ platform 
with measuring food temperatures in the 
existing fridges and freezers. The information 
is wirelessly gathered and transmitted in a 20 
minute cycle to the blueRover™ cloud software. 
All devices use Wifi connectivity with cellular 
failover in case they experience network down 

time. Information is available at anytime via the blueRover™ 
web app, safeFood™. In addition to temperature monitoring 
and alerting, information analysis provides further insight.

blueRover™�
ensures�that�
Sodexo�continues�
to�meet�its�high�
quality�and�safety�
standards.


